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Abstract—TCP with network coding (TCP/NC) makes the
packet loss, which is caused by wireless transmission error, have
no effect on congestion control. Current proposals prefer to
use delay-based congestion control aspect(congestion avoidance
phase) of TCP Vegas to deal with the congestion problem
of TCP/NC. However, it is oversimplified and may lead to
unfairness when both TCP flow and TCP/NC flow coexist in
the congested wired bottleneck link in hybrid wired-wireless
network. In this paper, congestion exposure enabled TCP/NC,
named CEE-TCP/NC, is proposed to make TCP/NC be friendlier
to TCP protocols in the case of congestion. CEE-TCP/NC replaces
TCP’s loss-based congestion indicator with a method based on
analyzing gaps in the ACK stream that arrive at the TCP sender.
Further, different levels of congestion can be detected and actions
against congestion are taken accordingly. By theoretic analysis
and simulation, we show that the scheme not only inherits the
advantage of network coding to eliminate the effect of wireless
transmission error, but also avoids damaging the performance of
other competing flows.

I. INTRODUCTION

TCP is a widespread protocol for reliable data delivery.

However, it performs poorly in lossy wireless links because of

its inability to distinguish the packet loss caused by wireless

link errors(“random loss” for short) from the loss caused

by congestion(“congestion loss” for short). Several existing

schemes, such as NCPLD[1] and TCP Westwood[2], suggest

changing congestion control scheme or cooperating with in-

termediate nodes to improve TCP performance in wireless

environment.

Different from former researches, Sundararajan et al. [3]

propose a new concept, TCP with on line network coding

(TCP/NC), to mask loss due to bit errors from the congestion

control algorithm. Numerous research works have focused

on improving the performance of TCP/NC. The optimization

of redundancy parameter in multihop wireless network is

concerned in[4] , the universality of TCP/NC is improved

in[5], and attention is paid to the models and properties of

TCP/NC in[6, 7].

TCP/NC proposes an alternative approach to handle packet

loss, however, as a side effect, it significantly alters TCP’s

congestion control. Some proposals [3, 8, 9]suggest using

congestion avoidance phase of TCP Vegas [10] to deal with the

congestion problem in TCP/NC. It is delay-based congestion

control and the congestion window is additively increased or

additively decreased(AIAD). The schemes are effective if there

only exist TCP/NC flows in pure wireless network.

However, in hybrid wired-wireless network, current con-

gestion control schemes used in TCP/NC may introduce

unfairness in the congested state. A simple example is shown

in Fig.1. Mobile terminal and PC download files with TCP/NC

and TCP respectively. Two flows run through the same bottle-

neck. When packet drop due to congestion happens, TCP/NC

always linearly decreases its congestion window or does not

reduce it at all. However, TCP multiplicatively decreases its

window or reduces it to initial size if timeout exists, which is

unfair compared to TCP/NC.
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Fig. 1. Unfair scenario

The detailed reasons of the unfairness are described below.

Current congestion control schemes for TCP/NC may not

detect the correct congestion level and react to it appropriately

in some specific cases. Vegas differs significantly from the

Reno with its adjustments of the congestion window size

both in response to packet loss and to variations of the

delay[11]. Adopting what kind of adjustment is depended on

the congestion level. The scheme for TCP/NC is not exactly

the same as TCP Vegas since it only responses to the variation

of RTT and adjusts its window linearly.

In[3]and[8], it is assumed that packet loss due to congestion

appears as longer RTT1. Whereas, the packet loss caused by

congestion and the increase of delay is not closely related.

The characteristic of TCP Vegas is sensitive to the number of

connections. If Nα < B is satisfied,2 all of the flows behave

exactly like TCP Reno [12]. Then the packet loss may happen

before RTT exceeds upper bound. Therefore, it is unreasonable

to just depend on longer RTT to expose congestion. Even

though the loss indeed occurs after RTT becomes much longer,

punishment to the increase of RTT in TCP/NC congestion

1RTT here is the duration between the time when coded packets are sent
and the time when related packets are acknowledged at NC layer.

2N is the number of connections, α is permitted low bound of buffered
packets, and B is the total buffer size in the network.
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control scheme is too light to the congestion level which packet

loss occurs.

Furthermore, in TCP, timeout event occurs because of

insufficient duplicate ACKs or loss of retransmitted packets.

However, using TCP/NC, timeout probability is extremely

low or tends to zero, even though congestion is serious and

loss rate is high. The reasons are as follows. On one hand,

retransmission is triggered without duplicate ACK. On the

other hand, even if retransmitted packets are lost, newer

retransmissions are triggered timely[8, 13].

Hence, TCP/NC can neither detect the correct congestion

level nor react to it rationally in the above circumstances.

When TCP and TCP/NC coexist in the congested link, TCP

multiplicatively decreases its window size or times out fre-

quently while TCP/NC only decreases its congestion window

linearly or keeps it unchanged. Unfairness between TCP flows

and TCP/NC flows will result in low throughput of TCP flows.

Retransmission in TCP/NC may also have negative effect

on congestion control. Redundant(or retransmitted) packets are

transmitted immediately after receiver side detects loss[8, 13],

which is aimed at reducing decoding delay. Whereas, when

congestion loss happens, too much retransmissions without

adjusting congestion window rationally may aggravate con-

gestion and induce more packet loss.

These induce unfairness between the original TCP and

TCP/NC in wired-wireless network when in congested state.

After the network state becomes stable again, TCP/NC flows

will occupy more bandwidth resources than other TCP flows

because of different reactions against the same congestion

level. The unfairness here means TCP/NC flows occupy

more resources which should belong to other TCP flows.

The objective of TCP/NC should be to make better use of

available resource rather than reducing the performance of

other competing flows in the same bottleneck.

Considering in hybrid wired-wireless network, we provide

a new congestion control mechanism for TCP/NC, named

Congestion Exposure Enabled TCP/NC (CEE-TCP/NC), to

ensure TCP/NC making full and fair use of bandwidth re-

source in congested state. CEE-TCP/NC can detect the correct

congestion level and react to it more appropriately regardless

of the relationship between the congestion loss and variation

of RTT.

The main contributions of the work presented in this paper

are as follows:

• We propose Congestion Exposure Enabled TCP/NC. With

the information in ACK, loss reason and loss rate is

deduced. If congestion based, sender will decrease its

congestion window size according to congestion loss rate.

Otherwise, redundant packets are scheduled dynamically

to cover random loss.

• We derive the theoretic congestion loss detection delay

and timeout possibility, and further use simulation to

prove the effectiveness and friendliness of CEE-TCP/NC.

• Despite masking random loss and retransmitting timely,

CEE-TCP/NC distinguishes congestion loss from random

loss without depending on the variation of RTT and reacts

to the congestion level appropriately. No cooperation with

intermediate nodes is required. The scheme is especially

suitable for the hybrid wired-wireless network and makes

TCP/NC available for a wider scope .

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II

provides a brief introduction to basic concept of TCP/NC. The

details of CEE-TCP/NC is given in Section III. Furthermore,

we use theoretic analysis to prove the efficiency in Section

IV. NS2 simulation results and performance comparisons are

given in Section V. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND

To make it easy to understand, we briefly introduce the

rationale of TCP/NC in this section.

The aim of TCP/NC is to mask loss from wireless environ-

ment and keep congestion window large when no congestion

occurs. In TCP/NC [3], an intermediate layer, network coding

layer (NC layer), is inserted between transport layer (TCP

layer for short) and IP layer as shown in Fig.2. When new

traffic arrives at TCP layer, it is segmented and passed to NC

layer, and then NC layer combines several native segments

with randomly choosing coefficients. This is called the coding

procedure. For example, D1, D2, D3 are three native seg-

ments, and C1 = D1 + D2 + D3 is a coded packet. With

different coefficients, different coded packets are generated.

The coding procedure is transparent to all the layers below NC

layer. When receiver gets enough coded packets, packets can

be decoded at NC layer, and native segments are transferred

to TCP layer. Sender transmits redundant packets to cover

random losses in wireless channel. The number of redundant

packets is decided by redundancy parameter R. Usually, R is

larger than 1
1−p , where p is the probability of wireless ran-

dom loss. Hence, TCP/NC can still keep congestion window

large when random loss happens, thus improving throughput

significantly.
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Fig. 2. Difference between TCP and TCP/NC

Acknowledgement mechanism of TCP/NC is redesigned

and accomplished at NC layer in the receiver side. Considering

the example in Fig.2(a), for TCP, when random loss happens,

receiver sends back duplicate ACKs if the arriving packet

is not the expected one. In Fig.2(b), a coded packet C2 is

lost while C3 arrives at NC layer. As specified in TCP/NC,

receiver has “seen” D2. D2 is said to be “seen” because D2’s



information which is expected by receiver is contained in C3

and C3 is uncorrelated to C1 (i.e. it reveals one unit of new

information) [3]. Receiver regards it as receiving the expected

packet, and sends back non-duplicate ACK. Later, redundant

packet C5 is transmitted to cover random loss. As a result,

congestion window need not be reduced when there only exists

random loss. Furthermore, according to [8], the number of

packets, which is randomly lost, is also feedback, and can be

used to control retransmission dynamically.

III. CONGESTION EXPOSURE ENABLED TCP WITH

NETWORK CODING

In this section, we detail our proposed congestion expo-

sure enabled TCP/NC scheme, including retransmission on

demand, congestion exposure and related control actions. We

redesign recovery scheme for TCP/NC based on different

packet loss scenarios. Focusing on the congestion control

scheme, the goal is to make TCP/NC flows avoid damaging

the performance of other TCP flows in some specific cases.

To detect loss, ACKs convey two types of sequence infor-

mation, including the maximum sequence number of native

TCP segment involved in coded packets, denoted by Seqm,

and maximum sequence number of “seen” packets, denoted by

Seenm. Let δ be the difference between Seqm and Seenm,

which represents the number of lost packets. If loss happens,

congestion exposure scheme is used to infer the reason. If

congestion based, then congestion control scheme, mentioned

in Section III.B, is triggered to decrease congestion window

size according to the congestion level(i.e. loss rate). Otherwise,

redundant packets are scheduled dynamically to cover wireless

random loss only, see Section III.A.

A. On-demanded retransmission scheme

Packet loss due to wireless link error is not exactly peri-

odical and burst packet loss might happen [14, 15]. Taking

advantage of retransmission schemes in [8, 13] to reduce

decode delay, we further modify them to fit our scheme.

Retransmitted(or redundant) packets are scheduled dynami-

cally within the scope of redundancy parameter. Note that,

retransmitted packets and redundant packets are the same type

of packets here because they are both used to cover losses.

Below are the key points of the scheme, which is different

from the aforementioned ones:

• Retransmission on demand is triggered when there exists

burst losses.

• The number of retransmitted packets is restricted to the

redundancy parameter R, which is only used to cover

random loss.

The reason to limit the number of redundant packets is

that wireless loss probability is low and relatively stable

in long term, even though burst noise may cause loss rate

changing temporarily, especially in the scenario illuminated in

Fig. 1. Wireless random loss can be covered by a reasonable

redundancy parameter R, which gives a guidance towards

average loss gap and restricts the account of retransmitted

packets for wireless random loss. The loss gap size(lossless

duration) is the amount of successfully transmitted packets

between two loss events. The details of loss gap size is in

section III.B.

The retransmission timing is decided by Redundancy quota
and δ. Redundancy quota is initialized as 0. Transmitting

new coded packet increases redundancy quota by (R − 1);
on the contrary, retransmission due to wireless loss consumes

redundancy quota by 1.

If the δ is more than one and lager than the last recorded

one(denoted by δold), which means more packet losses(or burst

loss) happen, sender need to retransmit one oldest undecodable

segment per-round apart from sending new coded packets. This

is called retransmission on demand. If the quota equals or

exceeds 1(i.e. quota is full), a redundant packet is sent to cover

potential loss.

Burst loss will consume much redundancy quota, and then

plenty of native coded packets should be sent before quota

becomes full again. It matches the loss characteristic in

wireless environment.
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(a) Unreasonable retransmission
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Fig. 3. Example of retransmission

What is also to be noted is that, if δ just equals to one, no

packet is retransmitted until redundancy quota is full or more

losses happen. It avoids unnecessary waste of redundancy

quota. As shown in Fig. 3(a), ACK that announces one

packet lost arrives at sender side after redundant packet C5

has already been sent(because the quota gets full). If sender

retransmits immediately, then the second retransmitted packet

is waste because C5 has covered the loss already. On the

contrary, if sender waits for more information of packet loss,

shown in Fig. 3(b), then retransmissions exactly cover losses.

The on-demand retransmission scheme in this section is

only aimed at dealing with wireless random loss. If the

loss is caused by congestion, retransmission does’t consume

redundancy quota and congestion control action is taken.

B. Congestion Exposure and Congestion Control

The new congestion control scheme focuses on the respons-

es to packet loss. It contains two steps. Firstly, when packet

loss happens, sender uses congestion exposure scheme to infer

the reason of loss. Secondly, if the loss is congestion based,

sender will decrease its congestion window according to the

congestion level.

1) Congestion Exposure: Different from the schemes that

infer the reason of loss from RTT[8, 9], we propose that

congestion may happen if sender detects continuous small loss



gaps (usually 3 times as backward-compatible with TCP which

use 3 duplicate ACKs as loss indicator). Pseudo-code 1 shows

how sender abstract loss gap size from ACKs.

Pseudo-code 1.Congestion Exposure Scheme
Note: Seqold and Seenold is the last recorded one. rtx is the
number of retransmitted packet in lossless round. small gap is
the number of continuous small loss gaps.

lost = (Seqm − Seqold)− (Seenm − Seenold)
loss gap = Seqm−Seqold+rtx

lost
if loss gap < ave gap

small gap = small gap+ lost
else

small gap = 0
end
if small gap ≥ 3

congestion is true

end
Packet loss gap is an effective approach in estimating

current transmission state[16]. If the loss is caused by wireless

transmission error, the gap seems large. On the contrary, if the

reason is congestion, the gap is much smaller. The reason is

that, when a packet is lost due to congestion, all packets sent

shortly after this packet will be lost with a great probability.

This high loss correlation among packets could be motivated

by a droptail queue scheme[17]. To avoid the effect of burst

loss in wireless links, we adopt 3 continuous tiny loss gaps as

an indicator of congestion loss empirically.

Pseudo-code 2. Sender side of CEE-TCP/NC
Note:quota is redundancy quota and cwnd is the congestion
window size

1) Receive ACK

Update Seqm and Seenm

Use congestion avoidance(AIAD) to tune cwnd

if δ > 0 and δold < δ
Use Congestion Exposure Scheme

if congestion loss happen

Adjust cwnd
Retransmit packet

end
if no congestion

if δ == 1
Wait for redundant packet to cover loss

else if δ > 1
Retransmit packet

quota = quota− 1;
end

end
end

2)TCP Layer generate new segment

quota = quota+ (R− 1)
Generated coded packet

if quota ≥ 1
quota = quota− 1;

Generated redundant packet

end
Monitoring the network state, if new loss happens, sender

records it, abstracts the loss gap size and compares the size

with the average loss gap size which can be estimated by

( R
R−1 − 1). R is the redundancy parameter decided by sender.

When NC layer captures 3 successive small loss gaps, it

triggers congestion alert at TCP layer.
2) Congestion Window Adjustment: In most TCP protocols,

when congestion losses happen, congestion windows will be

either multiplicatively decreased or reduced to initial size. To

keep consistence with TCP, it is necessary to expose the con-

gestion level and reduce the congestion window accordingly.

The congestion level is deduced by delay and congestion loss

rate, and especially depended on the later one when congestion

loss occurs. Congestion avoidance(AIAD) will be adopted if

only RTT varies. When congestion loss happens, considering

that temporal packet loss rate is inversely proportional to the

loss gap size, congestion window is adjusted according to

equation(1), where loss gap(t) is the current loss gap size,

K and b are constants, and K · loss gap(t) ≤ 1. It is assumed

that the initial window size is 2.

cwnd(t+Δt) = min(2,K · loss gap(t) · cwnd(t) + b) (1)

The congestion window is adjusted in this manner because

we need to consider both duplicate ACK event and timeout

event of TCP flows when TCP and CEE-TCP/NC coexist.
The complete scheme of sender side is illustrated in Pseudo-

code 2. At receiver side, it only need to be modified to

encapsulate two types of sequence information, including the

maximum sequence number of native TCP segment involved

in coded packets and the maximum sequence number of “seen”

packets.

IV. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

It is not always effective to differentiate congestion loss

from random loss by the variation of RTT as mentioned in

section I. In this section, we analyse the congestion loss

detection delay for TCP/NC and CEE-TCP/NC in the case that

packet loss is unrelated with the variation of RTT. We make

a comparation between them to prove that CEE-TCP/NC can

archive better performance. We also analyze the relationship

between packet loss rate and timeout probability to prove that

it is necessary to adjust congestion window according to loss

rate, which makes CEE-TCP/NC react to the congestion level

appropriately. Some necessary notations are given here.

Seqm Max sequence number involved in the coded packet

SeenE The sequence number of the expected packet

w Congestion window size

W Coding window size

R Redundancy parameter

pr Random loss rate

pc Congestion loss rate

Delay Congestion loss detection delay (i.e. the number

of packets sent since congestion loss occurred)

PTO1 The probability of timeout caused by insufficient

duplicate ACKs

PTO2 The probability of timeout caused by

retransmission error
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A. Theoretical Analysis of Congestion Loss Detection Delay
and Timeout Occurrence Possibility

1) Congestion Loss Detection Delay Analyses: We assume

a scenario illustrated in Fig. 4 in which total packet loss

probability is 50%. It is also assumed that the congestion

loss is unrelated with the variations of RTT. Relative sequence

number is adopted for convenient, so SeenE and Seqm is set

to 0 before congestion loss first occurs.

For the original TCP/NC, e.g.[3, 8, 9], receiver sends back

duplicate ACKs when Seqm − SeenE = W is satisfied

because the expected information is not included in coded

packets any more. Then congestion is detected. The expected

sequence number of seen packets can be decided by SeenE =
�Seqm ·R · (1− pc − pr)�. The delay is denoted by (2). The

Seqm can be decided by (3).

Delay = f(pc, pr, R,W ) = �Seqm ·R� (2)

�Seqm · (1−R · (1− pr − pc))� = W (3)

In our scheme, the congestion exposure is depended on

neither duplicate ACKs nor the variations of RTT. If sender

detects 3 successive ultra small loss gaps, the loss reason

can be inferred as congestion. The loss gap is 1
pc+pr

, so the

theoretic congestion loss detection delay is (4).

Delay =
3

pc + pr
(4)

On Fig. 5, the theoretic congestion loss detection delay

changes with the variation of total loss rate. It includes random

loss and congestion loss. Considering high correlation between

drops in congestion state, the temporal packet drop rate is

high within a certain period of time. This is true especially

in drop tail queue scheme. The fixed coding window size is

W=4 and fixed redundancy parameter is 1.25. The compar-

ison is between the traditional TCP/NC and CEE-TCP/NC.

Obviously, the theoretic delay of the traditional TCP/NC is

much higher than CEE-TCP/NC. TCP/NC may never detect

congestion loss if loss rate is low. However, CEE-TCP/NC

can detect congestion loss before congestion becomes severer.

Hence, it is proved that, CEE-TCP/NC performs better when

congestion loss is unrelated with RTT.

2) Timeout Occurrence Probability Analyses : Timeout

probability is related to the loss rate. We analyse timeout

probability of TCP Reno and TCP Vegas under burst loss

model to show that timeout probability is positively related

to loss rate. For TCP Reno, referring to [18], PTO1 and PTO2

are shown in equation (5) and (6), where p = pr + pc.

PTO1 = min(1,
(1− (1− p)3)(1 + (1− p)3(1− (1− p)w−3))

1− (1− p)w
(5)

PTO2 = (1− PTO1) · p (6)

Vegas is different from Reno due to the fine-grained retrans-

mission scheme which does not have to wait for 3 duplicate

ACKs. PTO2 for TCP Vegas is represented in equation (6) in

similar way, where the PTO1 is changed to equation (7).

PTO1 = min(1, A(w, 0) +

w∑
k=1

A(w, k) · C(k, 0))

= min(1,
p+ p · (1− p) · (1− (1− p)w−1)

1− (1− p)w
)

(7)

Here, A(w, k) denotes the probability that the first k packets

in w packets sent are successfully transmitted, given that one

or more packets are lost. C(n,m) denotes the probability that

the first m packets are received and the rest (n−m) packets

are lost.

A(w, k) =
(1− p)k · p
1− (1− p)w

(8)

C(n,m) =

{
(1− p)m · p m ≤ n− 1

(1− p)n m = n
(9)

The probability of timeout event is positively related to loss

rate(the sum of congestion loss rate and random loss rate) as

shown in Fig. 6 (w = 20). Congestion window of TCP is

reset to initial size when timing out, so TCP/NC also needs

to reduce the congestion window in a greater degree when

congestion loss rate is high.



V. PERFORMANCE SIMULATIONS

The CEE-TCP/NC protocol is simulated using ns-2. We

compare the performance of CEE-TCP/NC with TCP VON[8].

TCP VON is chosen for the reason that the congestion control

scheme in TCP VON is the typical method used by most

versions of TCP/NC schemes. The difference between TCP

VON and the traditional TCP/NC[3] is that TCP VON can

retransmit timely which is not the key point in this paper.

The main improvement of CEE-TCP/NC compared to TCP

VON is that it can detect congestion loss timely, react to it in

accordance with the congestion level and keep fair with other

TCP protocol.

The topology for simulation is shown in Fig. 7, which is a

hybrid wired-wireless network. The bottleneck link capacity is

4Mb/sec. The capacity of other links is 5Mb/sec, with much

fewer flows running on them. The coding window size is 4

for both TCP VON and CEE-TCP/NC. Only N3, N4, N5 are

mobile nodes. The version of TCP protocol is TCP Vegas. We

mainly concern the performance of the scheme in congested

state.

A. Congestion Window Behavior of CEE-TCP/NC

The window size is recorded every 0.1 second. High-speed

background flow starts at 10.1s, which induces congestion and

congestion loss. Two groups of experiments are performed,

represented by scenario 1 and scenario 2. Related configuration

is show in Table I. Wireless random packet loss probability

is 0.02, and the redundancy parameters of these two CEE-

TCP/NC flows are 1.05 and 1.09 respectively.

TABLE I

Scenario Flow ID Protocols Source Destination

1
1 CEE-TCP/NC N1 N3
2 CEE-TCP/NC N2 N4

2
1 TCP VON N1 N3
2 TCP VON N2 N4

On Fig. 8, congestion windows do not reduce immediately

after congestion starts because buffers in the network are not

full at that time. CEE-TCP/NC flow(marked as“congestion

aware”) perceives congestion loss and the congestion level

timely and adapts its congestion window accordingly. TCP

VON only linearly decreases its window with AIAD scheme,

which is not fit for the current network state. After con-

gestion ends, CEE-TCP/NC flow can increase its window

continuously. However, since too many retransmitted packets

are sent during congestion and the network status is worse,

congestion window does not return to growth immediately

after congestion ends when using TCP VON.

B. Fairness property of CEE-TCP/NC

Simulation time is set to 120s here. Congestion randomly

occurs in the bottleneck link and its duration is uncertain too.

1) Throughput fairness: To prove that CEE-TCP/NC im-

proves the congestion sensitivity of TCP/NC, we treat the

average throughput in wired bottleneck as fairness index.

When high-speed background flow enters, congestion, together

with congestion loss, happens. Two groups of experiments

are conducted. The throughput is averaged over the whole

simulation time, including congestion state and non-congestion

state. In each sample point, the output is also averaged. The

difference among each sample point is the rate of background

flow.

TABLE II

Scenario Flow ID. Type Source Destination

1
1 CEE-TCP/NC N1 N3
2 TCP N2 N6
3 Background GW BS

2
1 TCP VON N1 N3
2 TCP N2 N6
3 Background GW BS

Related flow configuration is listed in Table II, all the flows

must run through the wired bottleneck link. The random packet

loss probability is 0.03 in wireless links. The redundancy

parameter of CEE-TCP/NC is set to 1.05. The background

flow rate in two groups varies from 3290Kbps to 3440 Kbps

with step of 30Kbps, which makes the network state change

from non-congestion to heavy-congestion.

On Fig. 10, we compare the difference of the average

throughput between TCP and TCP/NC(TCP VON or CEE-

TCP/NC). When TCP and TCP VON coexist, marked as

“TCP VON”, TCP VON occupies much more bandwidth than

the original TCP. In contrast, the result, marked as “CEE-

TCP/NC”, is much lower.

The results of these two groups nearly equal to each other

if background flow rate is 3320Kbps(low-level congestion).

At this point, the buffer is nearly full and congestion level

is low. As the congestion level increases, the result marked

as “TCP VON” increases but the result marked as “CEE-

TCP/NC” keeps low. Obviously, fairness is improved dramat-

ically, despite the slight difference of throughput between two

flows which is unavoidable. It is proved that CEE-TCP/NC is

friendlier to TCP flow in severe congestion environment.

Similarly, Fig. 11 shows the absolute value of the throughput

in two groups(TCP-Sce “x” means TCP flow in Scenario

“x”). Two benefits can be gained. Firstly, fairness is improved.

Secondly, the total throughput in scenario2(i.e. TCP and CEE-

TCP/NC coexist) is slightly higher than that in scenario1(i.e.

TCP and TCP VON coexist). Hence, the bandwidth utilization

is improved because of the fairness character of CEE-TCP/NC.

What to be noticed is that, as the rate of background flow

increases, the total throughput of TCP flow and TCP/NC(TCP

VON or CEE-TCP/NC) flow does not change much, because

packet loss probability of background flow increases with the

deterioration of congestion.

2) Packet loss fairness: In this section, we study the packet

loss rate of background flow. Related flow setting is shown in

Table III. To make the bottleneck link congested, the adopted
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rate of background flow is increased compared to the above

section, because the original TCP flow is removed.

TABLE III

Scenario Flow ID. Type Source Destination

1
1 CEE-TCP/NC N1 N3
2 Background GW BS

2
1 TCP VON N1 N3
2 Background GW BS

On Fig. 12, loss probability of background flow ascends

with the deterioration of congestion . Obviously, the loss rate is

lower when using CEE-TCP/NC(marked as“CEE-TCP/NC”),

because it can detect congestion loss and related congestion

level timely.

C. Comparison among TCP, TCP/NC and CEE-TCP/NC

In this section, we conduct 3 groups of experiments. In

each group, there is only one connection from N1 to N3. The

redundancy parameter for CEE-TCP/NC under different loss

rate is listed in Table IV.

TABLE IV

Random packet loss rate 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05

Redundancy parameter 1.03 1.03 1.05 1.05 1.07

Fig. 9 illustrates the throughput as a function of the random

packet loss probability in non-congestion environment. When

in lossless case, TCP VON and TCP perform better than

CEE-TCP/NC because CEE-TCP/NC sends extra redundant

packets, which induces extra burden to network. As loss rate

increases, both TCP VON and CEE-TCP/NC outperforms

TCP.

By simulation, we show that CEE-TCP/NC can react to con-

gestion more sensitively, decrease its window according to the

congestion level in a more appropriate way, and perhaps most

importantly, conform with TCP’s required congestion control

behavior. If there is no congestion, both CEE-TCP/NC and

TCP VON can perform better than TCP in lossy environment.

However, when congestion occurs, CEE-TCP/NC performs

more friendlier.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose congestion exposure enabled

TCP with network coding. It detects packet loss due to

congestion without depending on the variation of RTT or

duplicate ACK. Further, it estimates the correct congestion

level and adjusts the congestion window accordingly. By

theoretic analysis and simulation, CEE-TCP/NC is proved

to be more sensitive to congestion and friendlier to other

TCP flows when running through congested wired bottleneck

compared to former TCP/NC. Meanwhile, CEE-TCP/NC can

achieve high throughput as other TCP/NC schemes in lossy en-

vironment. Consequently, it prevents TCP/NC from damaging

the performance of other TCP flows. It can be applied to hybrid

wired-wireless network, especially for mobile applications.
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